Solvent effects on environmentally coupled hydrogen tunnelling during catalysis by dihydrofolate reductase from Thermotoga maritima.
Protein motions may be perturbed by altering the properties of the reaction medium. Here we show that dielectric constant, but not viscosity, affects the rate of the hydride-transfer reaction catalysed by dihydrofolate reductase from Thermotoga maritima (TmDHFR), in which quantum-mechanical tunnelling has previously been shown to be driven by protein motions. Neither dielectric constant nor viscosity directly alters the kinetic isotope effect of the reaction or the mechanism of coupling of protein motions to tunnelling. Glycerol and sucrose cause a significant increase in the rate of hydride transfer, but lead to a reduction in the magnitude of the kinetic isotope effect as well as an extension of the temperature range over which "passive" protein dynamics (rather than "active" gating motions) dominate the reaction. Our results are in agreement with the proposal that non-equilibrium dynamical processes (promoting motions) drive the hydride-transfer reaction in TmDHFR.